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Problems of temperature distribution in transpination cooled porous body and in hot gas 
stream have been solved in conjugation. The etfect of wall conduction on heat transfer in Couette 
flow has been exhibited graphically and dlcusscd. 
, The problem of heat transfer in a porous plate one side of which is in contact with 
a hot gas flow and through which a coolant is injected from the colder side has been studied 
by various au$hors. This problem has attracted much attention because of appli- 
cation of technique called transpiration cooling in aviation as well as chemical technology. 
The study of temperature distribution in a transpiration cooled porous plate was 
&st attempted by Grootenhuis & Moorel. Defining the porosity as the ratio of volume 
of voids to the total volume of the porous metal specimen and utilizing the idea of volume 
heat transfer coefficient they obtained a third degree differential equation. It was 
easily solved giving the temperature distribution in porous plate as well as ip the cool- 
ant. The constants of solution were obtained by using known boundary conditions. 
Weinbaum & Wheeler2 used a somewhat similar approach. Since the porous structure 
of the plate formed a very complicated three dimensional network, it was assumed 
to be equivalent to a simple network of identical cylindrical channek running 
parallel from one end of the specimen to  the other. Energy balance in a small 
element gave rise to a third degree differential equation. The authors analysed the 
solution of this equation. One of their observations was that the temperature of the coolant 
and that of porous plate must be equal a t  every point except very very near the cold 
side. Many papers using hhis approximation have appeared since then, e. g. 
Green Leon & Calf Downey3 and Mayer & Bartas4. This approximation reduces the 
differential equation to second degree only. But Grootenhuis5 pointed out that an_ error 
of sign had crept in the analysis of Weinbaum & Wheeler2 and hence t y s  approxi- 
mation was not well founded. A mathematically general solution of the three dimen- 
sional problem of gas flow in porous body and associated temperature distributions has been 
given by BlandB. Only in some very special cases his equations could be solved exactly. 
In all other cases a numerical solution was necessary. 
The problem of temperaturedistribution in a hot gas flowing over an ordinary flak 
plate has been solved exactly by Schlichting7 in some simple cases, He has also studied 
a porous flat plate with suction. Friedmans has studied the temperature distribution 
in the laminar zone of hot gas stream flowing past a porous plate with coolant injection 
and gave a relation between coolant flow and the temperature of hot side assuming a given 
heat transfer coefficient and Newton type heat transfer between the hot gas flow and the 
porous wall. 
The problem of heat conduction in the hot gas stream and the porous wall have 
thus been treated as completely independent problems.so far. It has been pointed out 
by Perelmans that in order to obtain exact estimates of the surface temperatures 
the problem of beat transfer id the gas should be solved in conjunction with the heat 
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conduction problem in the solid body with conditions of continuity oY flux and tempera- 
ture a t  the interface. Such problems have been termed as conjugate problems. In 
this paper, therefore, we have discussed the problem of heat transfer in porous wall in 
conjunction with the heat flow in the hot gas, side and have calculated the effect of heat 
conduction within the wall on the heat ,transfer in the gas flow. We have utilized the 
third degree equation of Grooteiihuis for the temperature distribution in the porous 
plate. The hot gas flow has been assumed Couette flow, the velocity-pmfle being 
complicated dueeto the presence of injection. It has also been assumed that the chara- 
cters of hot gas are not affected by coolant. The velocity profile thus obtained has 
been substituted in the energy equation of hot gas. The energy equation has now been 
solved in conjunction with the aforesaid third degree equation. To get the constants 
of the solution we have used the following boundary and interface conditions : 
(a) known'temperature of the free stream hot gas- 
(b) known temperature of the cold side of porous plate . 
6 (c) equality of temperatures of porous plate and hot gas stream at  contact surface 
(d) continuity of flux at the contact surface 
(e) equality of temperatures of the porous plate and the coolant f l ~ d  at the 
conta, t surface i. e. T =t,  (This condition was pointed out by Grootenhuis5 
and is based on the fact that within the porous wall, heat transfer is from the 
material to the coolant and therefore t > 2'' but outside this surface the 
joolant is hotter and is transferring heat to the surface and therefore 
t < T. Both these conditions can be satisfied onlyif, at  the surface, the two 
temperatures are assumed to be equal). , 
\ 
N O M E N C L A T U R E  
t ,  8and T-Temperature distributions in porous plate, hot gas stream and coolant fluid 
respectively 
to - Tempe~ature of the injectant side of the porous plate 
6, - Temperature of free stream of hot gas 
U, - Free stream velocity of hot gas 
p - Coefficient of viscosity of hot gas 
- Distance between the static and the moving plate i. e. thickness of the hot 
gas layer over porous plate 
K ,  - Conductivity of hot gas 
K , . -  Conductivity of porous material of the plate 
C, - Heat, capacity of the hot gas 
G - Bass of the coolant passing through unit area of porous plate per unit time 
6 - Thickness of the porous 
h' . - Average volume heat transfer coefficient, i.e. amount of heat transferred 
from unit volume of porous body to the coolant per unit time when the 
difference of temperature between them is one degree centigrade 
y - Distance co-ordinate perpendicular to hot gas flow 
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T H E  P R O B L E M  A N D  1 T S  S O L U T I O N  
Let us consider a' porous plate (I?&. 1). . song one of its surfaces a hot gas stream is 
flowing. From the other surface coolant fluid is entering in a direction opposite to that 
-----..I-. -> of the conduction of heat in the porom plate, 
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Heat is absorbed by the coolant fluid from the 
porous wall and its temperature rises. Heat 
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Pig.1-Porou~ plate vis-a-vis hot gas and aoolant - 
fluid. 
- . . To find out the temperature distribution in hot gas stream we assm-e that the themad 
p " ~ & &  crharacteristics of the gas are nit  disturbed by the introduction of ovt~knt. 
fluid.' -We a h  asmme the flow to be a simple Cou+t=e flow with the modification that 
there.is a '~:&@it;pv &.k$p~ y axis caused by tihe flow of 000la31t i31 trhe stream. 
From tke rn-m equation 
we have, therefore, in this 
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Boundary conditions are 
U = U, \ at 1 y = r )  
U = D  at y = O  
Putting the above result in the energy equation 
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So?ution of equations (6) and (7) is 
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Boundary and other conditions at the contact surface are : \ 
at y = O ,  B = t  
and do " dt 
d~ 
d2t 
- = g 8 ~  
a* - = 0 (since we assume t  = T at %be contact surface5) 
dya \ 
at y = q ,  8 = 0  m 
and 
at 
- y = - - 6 ,  t = t ,  
The boundary conditions in the transformed form are : 
at I ,  = t, = 0 
\ v1 = q (10) 
d*l 
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and azv, 
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(12) ' 
at t1 = - 1 $ v4- = ct (13) 
and 
at 5 , = f ,  v 2 = 1  
' %  <. (14) 
Eliminating ci, 8, y, d in 8) and.(@aith the helpaf eqwations (10)-/14), we b v e  
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When there is ho injection, velocity profile for hot gas stream reduces to 
u=-  U w  Y 
. "I 
- ,  
and in that case equations for temperature _distributions in porous body and" hot gas 
stream are : 
>3 =,, 
- dt2i 
d2v2 
and -=- Pr, E,' ' dta2 
with the following boundary conditions : 
at , t1 ' 62 = 0 
v1 = v2 
- 
dvh 
and = - d41 d f ,  
at f 1  = - 1 ,  V , = O  
and 
at t 2 = 1 ,  v 2 = 1  
system of equations yields the following solu$ions : 
h K (2 + Pr, E,') 
v1 = -
Z ( l +  m) ( 1  + 51)  (17) 
and 
R E S U L T S  A N D  D I S C U S S I O N  
N-eriod values of V ,  and v2 with and without injection have been exhibited at  
Fig. 2-6 for various values of conductivity ratio K and Eckert nu~ber .  The values 
of other non-dimensional numbers have been taken as 
Nu,' = 2 A = l  
&'ti = 5 - E,' = U,1 and 4 
P r g = 0 . 6  K = 0 , 0 . 2 , 0 * 5 a n d I  
Re; = 5 
In every graph x-axis represents the pon-dimensional thickness of the porous body 
from el = - 1 to 8, = 0 and non-dimensional thickness of hot, gas layer from 5,  = 0 to 
6 -1. I,= is $he contact surface. v stands for the non-dimensional temperature with'n 2- 
the body anr well as gas layer (i.e. for v1 and 9,) and is represented along the ordinate. 
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We have considered two cases one with injection and the otlier without injection. 
The examination of the curves -at Fig. 2-7 reveals that the temperature distribution 
in porous plate is not linear when there is injection. Also the contact surface tempera- 
ture is reduced. 
In the absence of injection (Fig. 1-3) temperature gradient a t  the cbntact fur- 
face in the porous body differs sharply from the temperature gradient at the contact 
surfape in the hot gas layer. The injection (Fig. 6-7) somewhat smoothens this 
difference which shows that the coolant cools not only the porous plate but also the 
lowerjayers of, the hot gas stream. 
Increase in Eckert number causes an increase in contact surface temperature and 
thereby the temperature distribution in porous plate and hot gas stream are modified. 
When there is no injection, we see that as Eckert number increases, the curves showing- 
temperature distribution in hot gas layer (Fig. 2-4) becomes more and more convex 
upwards which shows that flux i~-.creases constantly as we move towards~ontact surface. 
This is expected because of the heat generated in the hot gas layer due to friction. 
Fig, 2-Temperature distribution for different con- Fig. 3-Temperature distribution for different con- 
ductivity ratio K when Eckert number E = 0 ductivity ratio K when Eckert number Eg = 1 
and injection is absent. !? and injeation is absent. 
Pig. 4-Tempar@ure distribution for different con. Fig. 5 -Temperature distributiop for different coa- 
ductivity ratio K when Eckert number Eg E. 4 ductivity ratio K wheg, Eckert number Eg c 0 
and injeotion ie abaent. and injection is present. 
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Fig. 6-Teqerature-$istribution for different COW Pig.  7-Tempe~rtture dia&ib~tia~f&i**&% con- 
ducti~ity ratio K when Eckert number = 1 
"9 ductivity ratio K when Eckyt nusnJa~rE - 4 and injection is present. and injeotjon is preseht. 9' 
I 
a * ,  - In case of injection we see that these curves (Fig. 5-7) are concave near the con- 
tact surface, which shows that the flux goes an decreasing towards contact swfiLEe. 
This efSeot 6 dye to  the injection of coolant which absorbs, mu$h heat. However, very 
near the tbp&<eic, curves are again convex specially when Eckert number is 1a r .e~  
(Fig. 7). is to be expected as the heat generation in the top layers is rnore 
prominent hk Compared to the absorption of the heat by the coolant.' 
paramit& K repres2nts the effect of conductiGity of the solid surface on hbat 
transfer in hot gbs. A study of the graphs shows that as the conductivity of plate increa- 
ses (i. e. 2 decreases) contact surface temperature reduces affecting the temperature 
distribution in hot gas. This effect is more marked when Eckert number is high and 
ihjection is absent. 
1' .'Tf we .Od&pare-graphi'for K = 1 in Fig. 2-4 with those in Fig. 5-7 it will be abser- - 
ved that thoagh the injection briiigs'down the conhicf ,surface temperature, the tern& 
perature at some of the inner points of the porous body becomes higher due to injeution. 
The reason for this fallacy is that this value of K = 1 is unrealistic (conductivities of gases 
are much lower than those of solids) and violates certain assumptions (made in the analysis 
of the problem. 
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